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Develop thoughtful reflections to extend or speculate on ideas raised by an image

Reflect on the image

Published by 

Officials in Chile collect water samples to test for pesticide residue in water — 

Image available at http://www.tc2.ca/wp/electronicsourcebook/cida 

Purpose
• Think beyond the known: To help students think beyond the observed details 

to formulate questions about the circumstances depicted in an image.Image se lect ion
Select one or more images that offer incomplete or mysterious glimpses of a 
contemporary or historical place or event.

•

in conjunction with 

R
eflect on the im

age

Investigating im
ages

Reflective journal
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Observations Reflections

WHO
is in the image?

There is a young girl and an older man.

They have nice clothes that are well taken care 

of.

The man is wearing a cap.

What is the relationship between the two indi-

viduals? Are they related to each or co-workers?

Are these people local residents or have they 

come far somewhere else?

If I could read what is written on the man’s cap 

would I have a better idea of who he is?

WHAT 
are they doing?

The water is flowing very fast from a large pipe 

coming from a pump station.

They are filling seven litre-size brown glass jars 

with water. 

The water is a brownish colour.

Why collect water in small jars, especially with 

the water flowing so quickly?

Is the water safe for drinking?

WHERE 
does the even in 
the image take 
place?

The area is surrounded by vegetation and a few 

buildings.

The people are dressed in a style of clothing 

that is commonly seen in North America.

I think this is occurring in a rural area in a coun-

try that does not seem to be poor.

I don’t think this is taking place in Africa or 

Asian, but I wonder where it might be. It could 

be in North America, or elsewhere.

WHEN 
is the event  
taking place?

The style of clothing is modern. 

The man looks to be wearing the cap for protec-

tion from the sun .

The plants are green.

I would guess that this picture was taken within 

the last ten years or so.

Do they need to collect water all year or only in 

the spring or summer time?

WHY 
is the action  
happening?

The bottles have caps so the water can be car-

ried away without spilling.

The girl has a watch on.

If they are collecting water for drinking pur-

poses why would they use glass jars that can 

break easily? 

Why would people who appear to be well dressed 

collect water?
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Instruct ions
• Introduce the task: Explain to students that an effective way to investigate 

an image is to generate a host of questions about it. Distribute a copy of 

Reflective journal to every student. Explain to students that before they raise 

questions about the image they need to identify details in the image. They 

will use the observations side of the chart to report on what is going on in the 

image; whereas the reflection side will be reserved for questions, concerns, 

issues or “what ifs”. 

• Practice the strategy: Select an event to illustrate this strategy, perhaps a 

random event in plain view outside the classroom or an action picture in a 

textbook. Invite students to describe what is going on and point out what they 

observe. Explain that the 5Ws are an effective set of questions for identifying 

details about an event:
Who are the people? 
What are they doing?
Where are they going? 
When is this event taking place?

Why is the action happening?

•
•
•
•
•

Provide some students with fewer, more easily interpreted images; introduce additional, more 

enigmatic images to challenge students. 

Help students focus on the detail in the image, by suggesting that they use squares of paper to 

conceal all but one-quarter of the image at a time.

Make it easier by highlighting for students details from the image that are particularly helpful in 

developing reflections. 

For students who are struggling, provide a few thoughtful reflections and invite students to 

identify corresponding details from the image. 

•

•

•

•

• Look for details: Guide students in examining the assigned image and in 

recording a few informative observations from the image for each of the 5Ws. 

Direct students to record these observations in the appropriate place on the 

chart.

• Discuss criteria for thoughtful reflections: Inform students that their next 

task is to develop thoughtful reflections about the details observed in the im-

age. Remind students that reflective questions are based on their observations 

and lead to broader and deeper thinking about the topic. Refer back to the 

introductory example and ask students to indicate the qualities of a thoughtful 

reflection. Explore the following criteria:

extends thinking: the reflection builds on what is observed—does more 

than restate the observation;

raises interesting topics: the reflection explores puzzling ideas or important 

issues arising from the image.

•

•

• Develop thoughtful reflections: Encourage students to use prompts such as “I wonder,” “Why?” 

or “I think” when creating thoughtful reflections. Remind students to develop reflections that move 

beyond what was observed and raise interesting questions.

• Share reflections: Encourage students to share two or three of the most interesting reflections with 

the rest of the class. Ask students whether generating their own reflections or listening to reflections 

generated by other students helped them to better understand the image or made the image more 

interesting. Provide additional information about the topic or the image(s) to challenge any dubious 

conclusions that have been proposed. Discuss how students might find answers to some of the more 

interesting reflections. If available, present students with the published caption as a possible source 

of answers to issues raised by the reflections.

Assessment
After students have received 

feedback on several attempts to 

develop informative observations 

and thoughtful reflections, use the 

rubric, Assessing observations 

and reflections, to evaluate their 

completed charts.

Prior to working indepen-

dently, confirm students’ 

ability to identify relevant 

details, including those that 

are less obvious observations, 

for each of the 5Ws.

Ask students to work with a 
partner to assess the quality of their observations in light of the identified criteria.

Before working independently, invite students to develop a thoughtful reflection that builds upon one of the observations students have generated.
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Observations

Reflections

WHO
is in the 
image?

WHAT 
are they 
doing?

WHERE

does the 
even in the 

image take 

place?

WHEN
is the event 

taking
place?

WHY 
is the 
action
happening?

Reflective journal

Name: _______________________________________

Image: _______________________________________

Criteria for a reflective journal

Informative observations: the observations provide 

accurate, specific and interesting facts from the image;

Thoughtful reflections: the reflections build on what 

is observed by raising interesting ideas or important 

issues.

Name:________________________________________

Outstanding Very good Competent Basic In progress

Informative
observations

For each 5Ws
question, provides
a few accurate
observations.
Many are specific 
observations
about potentially
interesting details.

For most 5Ws
questions,
provides a
few accurate
observations.
Several are
specific 
observations
about potentially
interesting details.

For most 5Ws
questions,
provides
two accurate
observations.
Occasionally
they are specific 
observations
about potentially
interesting details.

For most 5Ws
questions,
provides
one accurate
observation.
Most are vague
observations or
seem to focus
on uninteresting
matters.

Struggles
to provide
any accurate
observations for
each of the 5Ws
questions.

Thoughtful
reflections 

For each 5Ws
question, provides
a few reflections 
that build on the
observations. Many
raise interesting or
important matters.

For most 5Ws
questions,
provides a few
reflections that 
build on the
observations.
Several raise
interesting or
important matters.

For most 5Ws
questions,
provides two
reflections. 
Occasionally they
raise interesting or
important matters.

For most 5Ws
questions,
provides one
reflection that 
does not raise
particularly
interesting or
important matters.

Struggles to
provide any
reflections that 
build on the
observations
for the 5Ws
questions.

Comments:

Assessing observations 
and reflections

1B
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Record a number of students’ descriptive comments on the board. Then invite students to offer reflec-

tions about what they have noticed. Use the 5W questions as prompts (e.g., Do you have any questions 

about who these people might be? Why might they be wearing the clothes that they are? If they are in a 

hurry, why might this be so?). Record students’ comments in the reflections column. 

• Distribute the image(s): Use the image featured on the previous page or 

another image to demonstrate the activity before students investigate other 

images independently. Provide pairs of students with a sample image, or 

display the image on a screen. Allow two or three minutes for each pair to 

discuss with it sees. As a class, briefly review the main details of the image.

• Discuss criteria for informative observations: Suggest to students that 

they consider the following criteria when generating effective observations:

are accurate or plausible;
are specific and detailed;
include interesting facts from the image.

•
•
•

• Investigate other images: When students understand what is required 

of this form of investigation and have received feedback on one or more 

completed data charts, provide additional images to investigate.
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Observations Reflections
WHO
is in the  
image?

WHAT 
are they  
doing?

WHERE 
does the 
even in the 
image take 
place?

WHEN 
is the event 
taking 
place?

WHY 
is the  
action  
happening?

Reflective journal1A
Name: _______________________________________

Image: _______________________________________

Criteria for a reflective journal

Informative observations: the observations provide 
accurate, specific and interesting facts from the image;

Thoughtful reflections: the reflections build on what 
is observed by raising interesting ideas or important 
issues.



Name:________________________________________

Outstanding Very good Competent Basic In progress

Informative 
observations

For_each_5Ws_
question,_provides_
a_few_accurate_
observations._
Many are specific 
observations_
about_potentially_
interesting_details.

For_most_5Ws_
questions,_
provides_a_
few_accurate_
observations._
Several_are_
specific 
observations_
about_potentially_
interesting_details.

For_most_5Ws_
questions,_
provides_
two_accurate_
observations._
Occasionally_
they are specific 
observations_
about_potentially_
interesting_details.

For_most_5Ws_
questions,_
provides_
one_accurate_
observation._
Most_are_vague_
observations_or_
seem_to_focus_
on_uninteresting_
matters.

Struggles_
to_provide_
any_accurate_
observations_for_
each_of_the_5Ws_
questions.

Thoughtful 
reflections 

For_each_5Ws_
question,_provides_
a few reflections 
that_build_on_the_
observations._Many_
raise_interesting_or_
important_matters.

For_most_5Ws_
questions,_
provides_a_few_
reflections that 
build_on_the_
observations._
Several_raise_
interesting_or_
important_matters.

For_most_5Ws_
questions,_
provides_two_
reflections. 
Occasionally_they_
raise_interesting_or_
important_matters.

For_most_5Ws_
questions,_
provides_one_
reflection that 
does_not_raise_
particularly_
interesting_or_
important_matters.

Struggles_to_
provide_any_
reflections that 
build_on_the_
observations_
for_the_5Ws_
questions.

Comments:

 Assessing observations  
and reflections 
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